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The fight against the AIDS epidemic has entered a new era with the advent of AZT (Zidovudine), the protease inhibitors (Crixivan, Invirase, Norvir, etc.), and the AIDS cocktail (a combination of AZT and a protease inhibitor). The success of these drugs has given new hope to those infected with the AIDS virus. While the mortality rate has begun to decrease overall, especially among the white, non-Hispanic population, as a result of these new, more effective drug therapies, the rate of decline among the African-American community has been much less significant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) reports that while AIDS is the third leading cause of death for American women aged 25 to 44, it is the leading cause of death for African-American women in the same age group. The infection rate of AIDS is following the same pattern. Between 1985 and 1995 there has been a steady decrease among the white, non-Hispanic population, but there has been an increase in AIDS cases in the minority population, especially among African-Americans. In February, 1997, the CDC released data showing that in 1996, for the first time, blacks had a higher proportion of newly diagnosed AIDS cases (41%) than whites (38%) nationwide. Black women are almost 15 times more likely than white women to test positive for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). The reasons for these trends in the African-American population are complex, ranging from socioeconomic factors to a lack of educational programs. However, culture also plays a major role in
that there is a "legacy of mistrust" within the African-American community toward the medical profession and public health authorities. This mistrust encompasses both the area of health care delivery and medical research.

Many today attribute this mistrust to the events surrounding the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, which was sponsored by the United States Public Health Service from 1932 to 1972. However, after careful research and analysis, it appears that this study is but a marker for a more serious problem, regarding racist attitudes and stereotypes, that has existed for centuries in the medical profession. Historian Allan Brandt argues that the medical professionals and researchers who directed and devised the Tuskegee Syphilis Study accepted the mainstream assumptions regarding blacks. "There can be little doubt that the Tuskegee researchers regarded their subjects as less than human. As a result, the ethical canons of experimenting on human subjects were completely disregarded." The major impact of the Tuskegee story was that it authenticated a historically based pattern of medical mistreatment that has been well-known to the African-American community through their oral folklore tradition. This pattern shows that African-Americans were viewed as inherently inferior by the medical profession and public health agencies. This has led to the lingering suspicion that medical professionals are not out to help black people, but to use them as guinea pigs. The influence of racism in the medical profession and a general disregard toward those who are poor and vulnerable by the federal government has contributed to the "legacy of mistrust" in the African-American community and has had far-reaching consequences.

One consequence of this legacy is the widespread skepticism on the part of African-Americans concerning mainstream medical treatments and research studies regarding AIDS. Rumors about AIDS in the African-American community are rampant. Many believe that AIDS was deliberately created in a government laboratory in order to reduce the African-American population. Equal numbers look upon AZT and the AIDS cocktail as just another experiment designed to harm the most vulnerable, especially those in the African-American community. As a result, participation by African-Americans in clinical AIDS trials has been disproportionately small in comparison to the number of African-Americans who have been infected with HIV. A
major concern of medical researchers regarding this lack of participation is that recent studies have shown that there is a strong possibility that African-Americans may respond differently to drugs being tested to fight AIDS. Fear of treatment and lack of participation in drug trials has interfered with efforts to prevent the spread of AIDS and to treat effectively those with the AIDS virus. Unless immediate measures are taken to overcome the suspicion and mistrust of African-Americans toward the medical establishment, the end result will not only be the continued spread of the AIDS epidemic, but also a steady increase in the mortality rate in the African-American community.

The purpose of this article is threefold: first, to trace the development of the "legacy of mistrust" that exists between the African-American community and the medical profession; second, to show the impact this historically based legacy is having on the prevention and treatment of AIDS within the African-American community; third, to offer some practical suggestions on ways to overcome this "legacy of mistrust" so that the African-American community and the medical establishment can work together more effectively to combat the spread of AIDS.

Historical Context for the Legacy of Mistrust

The oral folklore tradition is deeply rooted in the African-American heritage. For generations, a wide variety of negative stories have circulated within this community about the medical profession and public health programs. In 1972, when the tragedy of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study was revealed publicly, news spread rapidly throughout the African-American community. The truth was bad enough, but the problem was compounded as this information spread by word of mouth, and exaggerations and rumors intertwined with the truth. Today, in the African-American community, the Tuskegee story is a major part of childhood folklore passed down by family members for the purpose of preparing present and future generations to deal with the harsh realities of life. By contrast, in the white community, very few have heard of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, and even fewer have been affected by it.

Those who study folklore make a distinction between rumor and legend. A rumor is "a specific proposition for belief, passed along from person to person, usually by word of mouth, without secure
standards of evidence being present. A legend "is a narrative account set in the recent past and containing traditional motifs that is told as true." Since certain accounts incorporate modern motifs as well as traditional ones, most folklorists and social scientists now use the designation "contemporary legend" to describe "unsubstantiated narratives with traditional themes and modern motifs that circulate orally (and sometimes in print) in multiple versions and that are told as if they are true or at least plausible." Drawing a clear distinction between rumor and contemporary legend is not always possible. This paper will attempt to make this distinction and demonstrate the ways in which rumors and contemporary legends have impacted on the oral folklore tradition of the African-American community.

To accomplish this, Patricia Turner identifies two distinct and recurrent "motifs of danger" which have influenced the African-American community in its distrust of the medical profession and public health programs. The first is the conspiracy motif. The conspiracy motif suggests that there is an organized plot against African-Americans by the "powers that be" which threatens individual black bodies, and is then translated into animosity toward the whole race. Turner traces the history of this conspiracy theory from the European involvement in the slave trade of black Africans to the contemporary powers that be, which includes the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the CDC, various branches of the armed services, commercial interests, and the medical and health establishments. This motif dominates the historical period from the time of slavery in the United States to the late nineteenth century, but also has appeared in subtle ways during this century. The second "motif of danger" is the contamination motif, which dominates the twentieth century. This motif examines both medical and public health efforts and at times coincides with the themes of genocide and conspiracy. Turner uses contamination to refer to "any item in which the physical well-being of individual black bodies is being manipulated for racist reasons." Examining these two motifs within an historical context will illustrate the reasons that suspicion and distrust of the medical profession and public health programs is not only reasonable for African-Americans, but also the basis for the resistance or refusal of African-Americans to participate in new clinical drug trials for AIDS February, 1998
Throughout the centuries, medicine has never been considered a value-free discipline. It has reflected and reinforced the beliefs, values, and power dynamics of the society at large. As such, it has been influenced by issues of race and racism. This is evidenced by the use of medical theories to justify slavery. Medically, it was believed that black people possessed peculiar physiological and anatomical features that justified their enslavement. These medical theories not only influenced societal attitudes that black people were inferior and inhuman, but justified the use of blacks for medical experimentation and dissection. This is not to say that poor whites were not abused in the United States, but the point is that blacks were used more often and with greater disregard because of their race.

In the antebellum South, black bodies were used by medical schools for teaching purposes. As the ideas of the French school of hospital medicine reached the United States, the need for human specimens in medical schools became recognized. In order to learn anatomy, to recognize and diagnose diseases, and to treat conditions requiring surgery, medical students needed to try out their ideas and new techniques. In addition, they had to perform autopsies to confirm their diagnoses and to understand the effects of disease on the human body. The fierce competition among southern medical schools to recruit students, in the thirty years preceding the Civil War, placed additional pressure on each medical school to have an abundant supply of clinical materials. This need for human specimens, both living and dead, was first met by placing various advertisements in local newspapers. The following ad appeared in The Charleston Mercury between 1837 and 1839 giving notice of the establishment of a special clinic for the treatment of blacks:

Surgery of the Medical College of South Carolina, Queen St. -- The faculty inform their professional brethren, and the public that they have established a Surgery, at the Old College, Queen street, For The Treatment Of Negroes, which will continue in operation during the session of the College, say from first November, to the fifteenth of March ensuing. The object of the faculty, in opening this Surgery, is to collect as many interesting cases, as possible, for the benefit and instruction of their pupils - at the same time they indulge the hope, that it may not only prove an accommodation, but also a matter of economy to the public. They would respectfully
call the attention of planters living in the vicinity of the city, to this subject; particularly such as may have servants laboring under Surgical diseases. Such persons of color as may not be able to pay for Medical advice, will be attended to gratis, at stated hours, as often as may be necessary. The Faculty takes this opportunity of soliciting the co-operation of such of their professional brethren, as are favorable to their objects.\footnote{18}

The result of these advertisements led both blacks and poor whites to fear mistreatment in southern hospitals. Either unnecessary experiments would be performed on them or they would be allowed to die so autopsies could be conducted. Evidence proves this fear was not imagined but real.

In the post-reconstruction period, the absence of anatomical laws providing for the legal acquisition of human bodies, led the American medical profession to resort to illegal means of procuring cadavers. Bodies were illegally obtained by exhumation from graveyards, by purchase or theft of cadavers before internment, and by murder. Of the three methods, grave robbing was the most popular.\footnote{19} During this period, the term "night doctor" became well known, especially in the black community. "The term 'night doctor' (derived from the fact that victims were sought only at night) applies to both students of medicine, who supposedly stole cadavers from which to learn about body processes, and professional thieves, who sold stolen bodies - living and dead - to physicians for medical research."\footnote{20} The appearance of "night doctors" coincides with the post-Reconstruction period when blacks were migrating to industrial centers. This migration lasted from about 1880 to the end of the First World War.\footnote{21} Folklorist Gladys-Marie Fry contends that, "many blacks are convinced that Southern landowners fostered a fear of 'night doctors' in the post-Reconstruction period in order to discourage the migration of blacks from rural farming areas to Northern and Southern urban centers."\footnote{22} Fostering a fear of night doctors to discourage black migration appears to be historically well-founded. However, there is also evidence proving that night doctors did play a major role in the procurement of black bodies for medical purposes.

The oral folklore tradition of African-Americans concerning night doctors is widespread and testifies to the influence they had on blacks living in the United States at that time. Stories of the "night doctors" are still told within the African-American community and it
appears from historical research that many may be true. During this period of time, it is estimated that about 5,000 cadavers were dissected each year in the United States and that at least a majority were procured illegally. Historian David Humphrey found that "in 1893, a decade after Maryland passed an anatomy act, legal channels supplied only 49 cadavers for the 1,200 students at Baltimore's seven medical schools. State laws faltered also because the illicit traffic in cadavers was a far-flung, interstate business. Southern body snatchers, for instance, regularly shipped the bodies of Southern blacks to Northern medical schools. For several years during the 1880's and 1890's a professor of anatomy at one New England medical college received a shipment of twelve Southern blacks each academic session, while the bodies of blacks filched in Tennessee furnished the entire supply of anatomical material for another northern medical school in 1911." By the 1920's, passage of anatomy acts eliminated body snatching in most parts of the United States, but it did not substantially alter the social origins of the supply of cadavers for medical schools.

The oral folklore tradition of night doctors and the unethical practice of medical schools in obtaining cadavers for autopsies and bodies for experimentation not only fostered a fear of the medical profession among African-Americans that has been handed down through the centuries, but also reinforced societal attitudes toward racism. From 1619 until the early 1900's, it appears that the "powers that be" in the United States were involved in a form of conspiracy against African-Americans, both individually and corporately, African-Americans were degraded, threatened, and physically and emotionally abused by many in the medical profession. As a result, many African-Americans today, aware of what occurred in previous times through oral folklore, have an innate mistrust of the medical profession. With the advent of the twentieth century, the influence of racism on the attitudes and values of medical professionals did not end, but became more subtle. The motif of conspiracy was replaced, for the most part, by the motif of contamination.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries many of the medical and public health journals focused on the problem of syphilis among African-Americans. Racist assumptions and stereotypes still existed within the medical profession. Blacks were viewed as inferior and this continued to justify using black bodies in ways that white
bodies would never be used. The predominately white medical establishment maintained that, "intrinsic racial characteristics such as excessive sexual desire, immorality, and overindulgence caused black people to have high rates of syphilis...Physicians also pointed to alleged anatomical differences - large penises and small brains - to explain disease rates." These racist assumptions became the basis for the initiation of the Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male.

In 1932 the United States Public Health Service initiated a study on African-American men with syphilis in Macon County, Alabama, to determine the natural course of untreated, latent syphilis in black males. The study comprised 399 syphilitic men as well as 201 uninfected men who served as the control group. These subjects were recruited from churches and clinics throughout Macon County and were led to believe they would receive free meals, "special free treatment" for what was called "bad blood", and burial insurance. In reality, they were enrolled in this study without their informed consent. These men were deceived in that the infected were never told that they had syphilis, which was known to cause mental illness and death. In fact, the infected were never treated for the disease. To determine the natural course of syphilis, the researchers withheld the standard treatment of mercury and arsenic compounds from the subjects. In 1947 when penicillin was determined to be an effective treatment for syphilis, this too was withheld. The treatment these men actively received came in the form of placebos.

The Tuskegee Syphilis Study was not a covert medical research study. It was widely known in medical circles. As late as 1969, a committee at the federally operated CDC examined the study and agreed to allow it to continue. Not until 1972, when the first accounts of this study appeared in the press, did the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) terminate the experiment. At that time, seventy-four of the test subjects were still alive; at least twenty-eight, but perhaps more than one hundred, had died directly from advanced syphilitic lesions. For many in the African-American community this study is just another example of how the medical profession and the federal government used various forms of contamination as genocide.

Stories about the motif of contamination, as a form of genocide, continued to spread in the African-American community throughout the
twentieth century. There are many in the African-American community who believe that condom distribution was part of a government plan to reduce the number of black births. This belief became more credible when Norplant came on the market. Following the legalization of Norplant as a contraceptive device, stories began to circulate that African-American women in the inner city who were on welfare were being forced to use this contraceptive device. These stories intensified when various editorial writers and public policy makers began to suggest that "welfare mothers" be required to have the device implanted as a condition for further benefits. Additional regulations on fertility such as the sterilization statutes in many states in the 1970's also supported this notion of genocide in the African-American Community. One of the most interesting findings has to do with how the race of a patient has a direct correlation to the availability of certain medical procedures. Various medical studies have shown that certain procedures, such as renal transplants, hip or knee replacements, and gastrointestinal endoscopy, are less likely to be performed on blacks. However, blacks are more likely to undergo other procedures such as hysterectomies, bilateral orchietomies, and the amputation of lower limbs. Is this a subtle form of sterilization? This information, coming from reputable medical journals, has only increased African-American cynicism toward the medical profession.

Genetic screening and public immunization programs have also raised suspicions in the African-American community. The sickle cell anemia screening programs of the 1970's created misinformation, confusion and fear. Inadequate planning and preparation on the part of the medical profession and public health officials, and a failure to educate the American people on the difference between being a carrier versus having the disease, resulted in unnecessary stigma and discrimination. The result of this confusion and misinformation was that great suspicion arose in the African-American community that this was another form of genocide. Public immunization campaigns have also raised various concerns around the issue of contamination as a form of genocide. The most common basis for concern has been the fear that certain drugs may be experimental and thus potentially toxic. Inoculations have been suspected of being vehicles for the introduction of experimental substances or infectious agents into the African-American communities. Even today, health fairs and "immunization
days", sponsored by community-based clinics, raise concerns among African-American parents. This fear of immunization, as a possible form of genocide, has been advanced by the circulation of various books found in the African-American community. One such book, *Vaccines are Dangerous: A Warning to the Black Community*, published in 1991, decries the practice of vaccination as an obvious violation of hygiene, "purposely injecting loathsome filth from a diseased animal directly into the crystal-clear bloodstreams of our precious children." As a result of such material, diagnostic tuberculosis (TB) skin testing has often been refused, because it involves injecting tuberculin material directly under the skin. The fear is that testing positive may suggest that the patient was given TB, rather than that the current or historical presence of TB in the body is being detected. This widespread misinformation has greatly contributed to the "legacy of mistrust" in the African-American community.

Finally, the contamination motif has been associated with the AIDS epidemic. There are many who believe that AIDS was conceived as a deliberate plot to exterminate African-Americans. In a 1990 survey conducted by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, 35% of the 1,056 black church members who responded believed that AIDS was a form of genocide. A consistent rumor found in the African-American community is that the AIDS virus was created in the CIA laboratory. As a result, the contamination motif commonly emerges in one of two ways: The AIDS virus is characterized as either (1) the aftermath of a biological warfare experiment that was tried out on Africans and Haitians or (2) the intentional use of biological warfare intended to diminish the African or Haitian population.

The most convincing argument that AIDS was created for genocidal purposes is the long incubation period for the disease. Turner writes, "If one were going to design a disease for genocidal purposes, it would certainly be convenient if it were capable of residing dormant in the body for a while. Ultimately it would kill its host, but in the meantime he or she will be unknowingly spreading it, with the conspirators escaping detection." Where many in the white community see this as paranoia and hypersensitivity, many in the African-American community see it as just another example of the influence of racism in the medical profession. Even though safeguards and reforms in research standards have been established as a result of
the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, the legacy of Tuskegee lives on. This has been reinforced "as many white Americans expressed attitudes about AIDS victims that were remarkably similar to the beliefs most white Americans shared about syphilitic blacks earlier in the century." The end result has been devastating in regard to the fight against AIDS in the African-American community.

As AIDS continues to spread among African-Americans and the hope for a cure remains illusive, the conspiracy and contamination motifs that have been part of African-American folklore will also continue to circulate. This will only interfere with efforts to prevent and treat the AIDS virus in the African-American community. Glenn Brown encountered this in his work as the outreach coordinator of Philadelphia FIGHT, a nonprofit organization that conducts research on AIDS and potential treatments. Brown states, "I've come in contact with tons of people who are not interested in treatment at all and boast of the fact that they have never taken any of the 'cocktail' drugs or AZT. There is so much mistrust. A lot of people don't even know exactly what Tuskegee was, but it has become mythological. They know it was against black people, and it was bad." In an attempt to quantify the attitudes of blacks and whites regarding avoidance of medical treatment because of distrust, a recent national survey was commissioned by Dr. Stephen Thomas, director of the Institute of Minority Health Research at Emory University. In this survey 1,000 people were polled at random in two groups - 500 in black households and 500 in general population households, of which 84% were white. Thomas reports that, "of the group of black respondents, 36% believed they were very likely to be used as guinea pigs without their consent." This apprehension has significantly contributed to the low enrollment rate among African-Americans in clinical AIDS trials. This concern has been heightened recently by numerous medical studies showing variability in physiologic functions relevant to the drug efficacy between persons of different racial backgrounds.

The results of a study released by the Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center, "call for an end to the assumption that drugs will work the same in all populations. Race and sex need to be prospectively studied, targeting a sufficient number of patients for adequate power." This now confirms that African-American participation in AIDS drug trials has become a necessity. However, to complicate this issue, there
is new data showing that African-Americans have been purposefully under-represented in clinical trials, even when the conditions under investigation (such as hypertension) disproportionately affect them.\textsuperscript{46} Put simply by one physician, "we're battling centuries of mistrust based on historical actions of the very institutions involved."\textsuperscript{47} Subtle racist attitudes and stereotypes, such as noncompliance, have been given as reasons why African-Americans have been excluded from some medical research projects. Other reasons are that "in the past most clinical researchers have used white men as a standard or norm from which to extrapolate data to the rest of the population. Young white men were presumed to be a homogeneous population that had fewer confounding factors."\textsuperscript{48} Medical research has shown that these reasons no longer hold true.

Today, even though federal guidelines call for the inclusion of minority groups and women in research studies, participation by these groups is limited because of the events of the past, especially the shadow cast by Tuskegee.\textsuperscript{49} Drastic changes are needed both in the attitudes and practices of medical professionals and researchers and in the attitudes that exist in the African-American community if the fight against AIDS is to succeed. The fundamental question is how do we bring about these changes?

**Practical Solutions**

The positive impact of President Clinton's apology to the survivors of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study on May 16, 1997 cannot be understated. But it also should not be overstated. By admitting that the United States government "orchestrated a study so clearly racist," the President brought the issue of racism in this nation out of the darkness and into the light.\textsuperscript{50} Building upon this initiative, the President has established a Presidential Advisory Board on Race and is even considering extending a national apology to African-Americans for slavery. The problem is that while apologizing may be cathartic for the national soul, there is still much that must be done on the practical level to overcome the legacy of Tuskegee. Dr. Bill Jenkins, who in 1969, while a statistician with the National Center for Health Statistics in Washington, D.C., was one of several people who tried unsuccessfully to end the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, believes the apology of President
Clinton should not be an end but a beginning. "There's a tendency to believe that African-Americans are reluctant to participate in research because of this one study and I think that belittles the concerns of African-Americans. They are concerned about public health research because they're alienated from American society in any number of ways and this study is the bellwether. It's much bigger than just this study and we're going to have to do a lot more work than just apologize for this." To address this concern of racial polarization, immediate practical changes must occur both within the medical profession and from within the African-American community.

The medical profession must admit that racial disparity in the American health care system has substantially influenced the health status, access to health care, and scope and quality of health care for African-Americans. Then, they must send a clear signal to the African-American community that they are committed to overcoming this disparity by eliminating racial intolerance and inequality in the health care system. Corporately, this can accomplished by making the routine and ongoing examination of racial disparities in the use of services and in the choices of diagnostic and therapeutic alternatives part of the quality assurance protocols of every hospital, every health maintenance organization, and every other system of care. This will help eliminate racial disparity institutionally. Individually, health care professionals and medical researchers need to be made aware of how social attitudes and values affect professional behavior. This can be done by making racial and ethnic sensitivity part of every health care professional's training. In a 1994 survey of United States medical schools, only 13 of 78 responding institutions offered cultural sensitivity courses designed to improve understanding of diverse ethnic groups, and all but one of those courses was elective. Patricia Turner suggests that folklore materials be considered in conjunction with more traditional sources. Unless medical and research professionals are conscious of racial and ethnic differences and are made aware of how certain races and ethnic groups perceive the medical profession and themselves, race may continue to influence medical decision-making in ways that these professionals do not even recognize.

The prevailing attitudes of medical and research professionals concerning race, sex, and economic status need to be examined and reevaluated. A close examination of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study
"reveals the persistence of beliefs within the medical profession about the nature of blacks, sex, and disease - beliefs that had tragic repercussions long after their alleged 'scientific' bases were known to be incorrect." It is true that much has changed in the medical profession since 1972, but societal values and attitudes that affect medical and research professionals have been more resistant to change. Medical and research professionals cannot dismiss the "legacy of mistrust" that exists within the African-American community. This mistrust must be confronted directly. This can be accomplished by listening to community fears and suspicions, confronting these concerns directly, and by admitting past mistakes. In addition, they must explain the purposes, procedures, and goals of various medical treatments and research studies in ways that are understandable to all. This should include more information about individuals' roles in experimental treatments and research and how this will benefit them and society in general. However, the establishment of trust with the African-American community cannot be accomplished without actively soliciting cooperation from the leaders in the African-American community. Long-term cooperation between these two groups is essential in overcoming this "legacy of mistrust". Failure to cooperate will result in dire consequences regarding the AIDS epidemic, especially in the African-American community.

The African-American community also has a responsibility to address this "legacy of mistrust" before it is too late. The AIDS mortality rate has decreased 28% for whites and only 10% for blacks, according to statistics released by the CDC in 1996. The major reason for this gap is that many in the African-American community refuse to take the AIDS cocktail and other drug-related therapies. Many medical professionals believe that those statistics do not reflect the impact of the protease inhibitors on the fight against the AIDS virus. When the impact of the protease inhibitors is known, the gap between black and white mortality rates will grow even wider. Until community leaders address the many rumors and myths surrounding AIDS, the spread of AIDS will continue and more deaths will result. This is not to say that what has happened in the past should be ignored or forgotten. The African-American community cannot close its eyes to what the Tuskegee Syphilis Study exposed. Instead, it should be used as a tool to begin an honest dialogue with the community about AIDS and other
related health issues.

Kevin Pleasant, community education coordinator with Philadelphia FIGHT, believes that the African-American community must see Tuskegee "for what it was, deal with it, and then move beyond it before it is too late." This can be accomplished by the initiation of public fora and education programs, where community leaders and medical professionals work together to dispel the myths surrounding AIDS. Such a coordinated effort to show the positive effects of the AIDS cocktail and other drug therapies would do much to dispel unsubstantiated rumors. Having AIDS patients, of all races, come forward and speak openly about the successes and limitations of the various drug therapies would be a major step in overcoming fears and suspicions. Mistrust will only be eliminated by open and honest discussions. For this to happen, there needs to be strong and forceful leadership from within the African-American community. Qualities of initiative, creativity, integrity and openness are a necessity. Unfortunately, the leadership within the African-American community appears to be segmented due to internal strife. Differences must be put aside for the good of the whole. Only strong leadership, a willingness to cooperate, and honest dialogue will foster community trust. The problem is that time is of the essence. The latest clinical results concerning the success of the AIDS cocktail have been very promising. New drug therapies for AIDS are being developed and approved rapidly. Hope has begun to replace a sense of despair for those suffering from AIDS. Yet many within the African-American community still resist the latest medical advances. Now is the time to put aside differences, to address racial attitudes and stereotypes directly, and to establish a dialogue based on trust between the medical establishment and the African-American community. Now is also the time for individuals within the African-American community to overcome personal cynicism and bias and take responsibility for their own health and well-being, because AIDS is a matter of life and death.

As of June, 1996, more than 540,000 Americans were diagnosed with AIDS and more than 330,000 had died. However, the CDC estimates there are from 600,000 to 900,000 people in the United States infected with AIDS. Deaths attributed to AIDS in the United States have dropped by 19%. Overall this is very encouraging; however, the rate is far less in the African-American community due to
the suspicion surrounding these newer drug therapies. As this article has shown, many attribute this mistrust to the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, which revealed "more about the pathology of racism than it did about the pathology of syphilis; more about the nature of scientific inquiry than the nature of the disease process." However, after placing the Tuskegee Syphilis Study within its historical context, one can see that the roots of racism, within the medical establishment and within the United States as a whole, are deep-seated and far-reaching. The problem is that this "legacy of mistrust" is having a detrimental effect on stopping the spread of AIDS and is placing a heavy burden on the health care system in the United States. Dr. Victoria Sharp, of St. Luke's Roosevelt Hospital in Manhattan, believes that "the new drug therapies are allowing many more AIDS patients to stay out of the hospital and saving insurers $190 million a year." Unless something is done quickly to address this mistrust, many more lives will be lost unnecessarily and a more severe burden will be placed on our health delivery system. This is an issue which now affects all Americans, because it is directly affecting our limited medical resources. Leadership, integrity, and sincerity are the only cures for the disease of mistrust. If racism, inequality, and prejudice can be addressed honestly, then fear, suspicion, and mistrust can be eliminated. President Clinton took the first step by apologizing to the victims of Tuskegee. The next step must be taken by the medical profession and the leaders of the African-American community together. This next step may seem like an insignificant one to many. But within the African-American community, it is a leap that has the potential for saving thousands of lives.
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